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CHICKEN BURST

Looking for a burst of fun and prizes? Want to escape the city for a rewarding time? Then, come on down to the homestead 
and enjoy the fresh air and delicious farm-fresh food. Be sure to hang out with the chickens as they’ve got hearty rewards 
for you that will have you shaking your tail feathers with joy! 

Chicken Burst is a 5-reel, 3-row slot with 40 paylines and an egg’cellent Bonus feature. As you spin, the Chickens above 
the reels collect their respective colour Chicken Coins. Plus, when Chicken Coins appear on the reels during the base game, 
there is a chance that the LOCK N SPIN bonus feature will be triggered.

Rise and shine and get ready for even more winning fun, because based on the combination of Chickens that triggered the 
feature, determines the starting coins for the feature. Then watch your nest egg grow as respins take place to bring more 
prizes, multipliers and possibly the Grand prize.

Activate the Bonus anytime you like with the Buy Bonus option. 

Play Chicken Burst now!

GAME FEATURES

LOCK N SPIN

As the reels spin, the Chickens perched above the 
reels collect their matching colour Chicken Coins, and 
there is the possibility that the LOCK N SPIN bonus 
feature may trigger. Then, based on the combination of 
Chickens that activated the Bonus, determines the 
starting coins and coins during the feature.

• Each Blue Chicken Coin that appears during 
 the feature awards a random value or Prize 
 Coins worth up to 250x the total bet. 
• Each Red Chicken Coin that appears activates 
 the Multiplier which multiplies all other coins 
 by 2x and turns into random values. 
• Each Green Chicken Coin that appears 
 activates the Collector which collects the 
 values from all other coins.

The bonus starts with 3 respins and all coins remain 
sticky, plus each new coin that lands resets the respins 
to 3. The bonus feature ends when no more respins 
remain or all 15 positions are filled, in which case the 
GRAND PRIZE is awarded. 
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LANGUAGES

English
German
French
Japanese
Swedish
Czech
Hungarian
Simplified Chinese
Dutch
Italian
Slovak
Latvian

Russian
Finnish
Norwegian
Thai
Polish
Turkish
Portuguese
Spanish
Danish
Romanian
Bulgarian
Greek
Lithuanian

CONFIGURATION

PP_HTML5_ChickenBurst96
PP_HTML5_ChickenBurst96_Desktop
PP_HTML5_ChickenBurst96_Mobile 

PP_HTML5_ChickenBurst94
PP_HTML5_ChickenBurst94_Desktop
PP_HTML5_ChickenBurst94_Mobile 

PP_HTML5_ChickenBurst88
PP_HTML5_ChickenBurst88_Desktop
PP_HTML5_ChickenBurst88_Mobile

For more information about available markets, contact your Account Manager.

GAME CODES

Game Name Chicken Burst

Game Type Video Slot Game

Game Theme Chicken, Coop

Lines 40 Paylines

Reel Type 5 x 3

Winning Functionality Left to right based on the value
displayed on symbols

Free Spins Symbol No

Special Features •     LockNSpin

Aspect Ratio 16:9

RTP 96.10%, 94.09% & 88.06%

Volatility Medium

Max Exposure 96.10% - Max multiplier: 10,000x /
Max win: €500,000

94.09% - Max multiplier: 10,000x /
Max win: €500,000

88.06% - Max multiplier: 10,000x /
Max win: €500,000

Hit Frequency 40.16% for RTP 96.10%
40.00% for RTP 94.09%
39.54% for RTP 88.06%

Bet Values Min  - € 0.10
Default - € 2.00 
Max - € 50.00
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